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O Galor, A Mountford. Coastal Shipping and the European Economy, 1750-1980, in this collection, John Armstrong and Andreas Kunz have assembled an informative set of essays representing the revised proceedings of a
workshop on European coastal shipping held in 1997. Six years later, the aims of the conference remain as impressive now as they. Trade, demographic transition, and the great divergence: why are a third of people Indian
or Chinese, as described by Landes (1998) By 1500, anyone who built a ship of more than two masts was liable to the death penalty, and in 1525 coastal authorities were enjoined to destroy all ocean-going ships and arrest
their owners. For trade. Coastal Shipping in East Asia in the Late Nineteenth Century, in the 1860s American and German sailing ships still had a strong position in short-sea and coastal shipping on the China coast but
only until the mid-1870s when British steam vessels became dominant in the market. Why are a Third of People Indian and Chinese? Trade, Industrialization and Demographic Transition, as described by Landes (1998)
By 1500, anyone who built a ship of more than two masts was liable to the death penalty, and in 1525 coastal authorities were enjoined to destroy all ocean-going ships and arrest their owners. Multimasted ship, even for
trade. From comparative sociology to global history: Britain and India in the pre-history of modernity, imitated calicoes (from Calicut), ginghams (from Gingee), chintzes (a Telugu term from the Andhra coast), muslins
from. From the second quarter of the eighteenth century, British shipping based on India began tO penetrate Chinese waters and to open up a trade back.
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